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BASE
Perfumer’s alcohol is a dilutant that dilutes both 
essential and fragrance oils. It’s designed for perfume 
making as well as room/linen sprays. Made with a 
combination of alcohol denat, iso propyl myristate 
and dipropylene glycol, this skin-friendly and 
crystal-clear dilutant is the perfect perfume mixer.

VESSEL
Our diffuser bottles are made from high-quality durable 
glass and are used by many luxury brands. Their wide 
neck allows up to six 6mm ultra-thick rattan reeds or 
many standard 4mm reeds.

REEDS
Rattan reeds are made from high-quality and 
responsibly-sourced natural material. They are the 
perfect complement to perfumer’s alcohol diffusers.
Diameter: 4mm
Height: 250mm

METHOD
- Place the empty diffuser bottle on a balance or scale.
- Re-zero the scales and weigh the diffuser base into the  
   diffuser bottle.
- Re-zero the scale again and weigh the fragrance into  
   the diffuser bottle.

- Ensure that no liquids have contaminated the neck or    
   threads of the bottle.
- Insert the plastic stopper and press down firmly to  
   ensure that it does not leak.
- Shake the mixture to ensure that the fragrance is fully  
   dissolved in the diffuser base.
- Screw the diffuser cap on firmly, taking care not to  
   over-tighten the cap.
- Stick the CLP label to the base of the diffuser bottle  
   and the box, if using one.
- Place the diffuser and the reeds into the diffuser box  
   and close.

DISCLAIMER
Candle Shack’s Diffuser Test Reports are based on 
laboratory trials that are designed to replicate the 
temperature and air movement of a typical room. 
The temperature range of the testing arena is between 
15°C and 25°C.The performance of a diffuser will vary 
depending on where the diffuser is located in a room 
and may also vary seasonally, so it is recommended that 
you conduct your own testing to ensure that you 
are satisfied with the performance of your diffuser.
Each diffuser recipe contains a maximum of 15% 
fragrance oil by weight. The concentration will be lower 
if the maximum level of use permitted by the IFRA 
Certificate of Conformity for the fragrance oil is 
less than 15%.

1x 100ml Diffuser Bottle

8x 4mm Rattan Reeds

INGREDIENTS FOR EACH DIFFUSER

12.3g of Invigorating Essential Oil

DESCRIPTION

1x 100ml Diffuser Cap

69.7g Perfumer’s Alcohol

https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/100ml-squat-circular-diffuser-clear?_pos=13&_sid=1d2947690&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/black-rattan-reed-4mm-thick?_pos=2&_sid=44bed25b0&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/invigorating-spa
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/silver-diffuser-cap-for-100ml-bottles?_pos=4&_sid=cee3cfd63&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/perfumers-alcohol?_pos=1&_sid=a57255885&_ss=r



